July 28, 2020

The Honorable Carol Miller  
1605 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington D.C. 20515

The Honorable Henry Cuellar  
2372 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Representatives Miller and Cuellar:

On behalf of National Taxpayers Union, the nation’s oldest taxpayer advocacy organization, I write to express NTU’s support for the Helping Gig Economy Workers Act of 2020 (H.R. 6988). This legislation would give innovative American companies the flexibility and confidence they need to continue providing financial assistance, health checks, COVID-19 testing, and personal protective equipment (PPE) to individuals who earn money through digital platforms like smartphone apps.

Companies that fuel the gig economy are working to support individuals who make money through their platforms, such as providing PPE or identifying ways to limit interactions between service providers and their customers. However, there is some concern that these efforts will be tied into the ongoing legal battle over whether the government should classify the people making money on platforms such as Uber, Lyft, Postmates, Doordash, and Instacart as employees or independent contractors.

NTU has a clear position on this debate, which kicked into overdrive with California’s passage of Assembly Bill 5 (AB5) in 2019. As NTU Foundation’s Andrew Wilford put it:

AB5 sought to force employers to reclassify independent contractors as employees, thereby “protecting” them from exploitative employment circumstances. The problem here is that the full-time employee model is rigid and inflexible, and attempting to force contractors into this box often makes the professional relationship untenable. In other words, a business that can afford to pay a contractor intermittently as a freelancer is not necessarily able to offer that same contractor 40 hours a week, healthcare and retirement benefits, and managerial oversight.

Of course, laws like AB5 also limit a contractor’s ability to control their own schedule and work flexible hours.

---


Regardless of how California’s legal challenges to Uber and Lyft turn out, though, these companies should not be punished for providing PPE, COVID-19 testing, or financial assistance to the people who use their platform. This is precisely the type of disincentive that overzealous and burdensome government policies can foster, and Congress has an opportunity to avoid these errors by passing the Helping Gig Economy Workers Act.

This legislation would allow gig economy companies a temporary safe harbor, through June 30, 2021, to provide individuals accessing work through their platforms with 1) financial assistance, 2) benefits related to health or safety, 3) training, 4) medical or cleaning supplies, 5) health checks, and 6) medical testing, without affecting the classification status of those individuals. This means that gig companies can make investments in the people accessing their platform, without fear of opportunistic government regulators using those good-faith efforts against the companies in current or subsequent lawsuits and investigations.

By easing company-supported access to PPE and testing, the Helping Gig Economy Workers Act could also help more individuals access these platforms during the pandemic and recession. With tens of millions of Americans out of work, gig platforms can provide a much-needed source of extra income for families facing financial uncertainty or hardship. When gig companies also provide PPE, testing, or financial assistance, people interested in working through those platforms can do so with more confidence in their health and safety.

Thank you for introducing this important piece of legislation, and we look forward to working with you to ensure it is passed as standalone legislation or as part of a broader COVID-19 relief or recovery package.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lautz
Policy and Government Affairs Manager

CC: The Honorable Troy Balderson
     The Honorable Alex Mooney
     The Honorable Rob Woodall
     The Honorable Lloyd Smucker
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